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Another Martin Lui production! 

April       
9 VMAA State Thermal Champs 

(RCGA Thermal 6) 
High St. Road RCGA 

22/23/24/
25 

Scale Aero tow Swan Hill SSA 

23 VARMS Trophy 7 (1.00pm start) High St. Road VARM
S 

23 RCGA F3B League 4 Sunbury RCGA 

May        
7 RCGA Thermal League 7 Sunbury RCGA 
21 VARMS Trophy 8 (1.00pm start) High St. Road VARM

S 
21 Scale Slope Mt Hollow-

back 
SSA 

28 RCGA Thermal League 8 High St. Road RCGA 
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Send stuff for Aspectivity to: 
 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street, Clifton Hill 3068 

9481 8516 / 0427 371442 
Better yet, Email to: 

aspectivity@hotmail.com 
 

 

Presidents Report  April 2006    Max Haysom 

The keyboard 
Your key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can 
be easily recognised and contacted 
in case of a frequency clash. Mobile 
phone number is a good idea too. 

Cover Photo: Briggs Field March 25 Aerotow, Martin Lui     Photographer :  Russ Naugh-

 This month’s General Meeting will be at the GWPS Hall on Friday, APRIL 7th. 
 
Note that for this month we had to move the General Meeting forward one week 
to avoid Good Friday. I hope you all can make it. 
 
I am hearing lots of good comments re the new power strip. The grading of the 
centre portion has really improved the useability and this will improve further 
when we have some grass covering the dirt on the graded patch. There are  many 
detail improvements still to be finalised and actioned. 
 
As we have now been operating from this new power strip, and with the revised 
discipline usage times, for four months, we would like some constructive com-
ments on the current operating rules and times. It is still essential that we split 
the power and glider into separate time slots, but maybe we can review and con-
sider alternative ways of time-sharing. I visit the field, on average, about 4 times 
a week and I am seeing smaller groups (or no one) participating, in each disci-
pline, than last year. Maybe it is just the time of the year and/or weather condi-
tions but we must ask the field users for their comments now that they have ex-
perience with time-sharing. There may be another notice in this edition re this 
matter but we will get nowhere arguing about this issue during a General Meet-
ing.  We, as a committee, will go back over the 2005 Questionnaire and look 
again, but maybe if you can, after experiencing the operation of the field over the 
past 4 months, give us a few suggestions and alternatives, in writing, and leave 
them in a Suggestion Box I will have at the next meeting, or post them into 
VARMS, P.O. Box 4096, Knox City VIC3152. 
 
Regarding the Glenfern Road slope site. The property failed to sell at auction 
and, at the time of writing, there have been no further offers made for the site. I 
have not been able to make contact with the site owners to find whether the 
property has been re-listed for sale. There are other avenues for me to follow up, 
but in the meantime I think it will be safe to reopen the site to VARMS members. 
There is no doubt that the site will be sold in the near future so let us get some 
enjoyment there while it lasts. 
 
Until next time fly the friendly skies,  

Max Haysom 
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Mumblings from Numb Thumbs 

THE NEXT MEETING HAS BEEN 
MOVED A WEEK FORWARDS  

BECAUSE OF EASTER!! 
It is to be held on  

FRIDAY, APRIL 7th 
 
Jerilderie and Camperdown seem to have been very successful again this year.  Hope-
fully Anzac Weekend at Swan Hill will be equally successful and the Weather Gods will 
smile upon us. 
 
I have been tied up working as a volunteer at the Commonwealth Games, a member of 
the “Aqua Army”.  I ended up at the Pistol and Small Bore Rifle shooting range in Port 
Melbourne.  My job was to manage the “Games Family Lounge” where the VIP’s gather 
to get away from the sound of pistol and rifle shots and enjoy some food and drink.  We 
had some famous visitors including the Governor, Premier, Prime Minister, Presidents 
of the Cayman Islands, Cook Islands and Kenya, Viv Richards and the head of the 
Bangladesh Army!  A good time was had by all! 
 
Fair winds and soft landings!                                                                  Numb Thumbs 

THE TRAINING DATES FOR 2006 ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
 APR 2, 23  MAY 7, 21  JUN 4, 18  JUL 2, 16, 30  AUG 13, 27  SEP 10, 24  OCT 8, 22  

NOV   12, 26  DEC 10 
 

Training Radio Frequencies are:    605   641   643 

VARMS TROPHY 
 
This competition is an 8 event competition for 2 metre, 2 channel (rudder & elevator) thermal 
gliders. The aim of this competition is to provide a low key introduction to competitive ther-
mal flying in a friendly environment. 
Accordingly, each event normally consists of 4 or 5 rounds of thermal duration flying. Each 
round is completed before the next round commences to ensure that no competitor gain an 
advantage by flying all flights in favourable air. The duration tasks are set on the day depend-
ing on conditions. Landings are generally required to be into wind approaches to a rectangular 
box. Spot landings which encourage controlled crash landings are not on the program. 
Launching can be by bungee or winch. The club winch is made available for all competitors. 
Assistance is allowable. I.e. advice re model trimming, thermal spotting etc can (and probably 
will) be provided. 

Come and join the fun! 
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING OF  10/03/06 

Held at Glen Waverley Primary School Commencing 8.20 P.M. 
Apologies: –Roger Stevenson, Ian Slack, Ian Pearson, David Weller & David Jones 
New members and Visitors –nil. 
February Meeting Minutes – Accepted as read. Matters Arising – Nil. 
Correspondence In- - Various including VMAA Executive Committee minutes for Feb 06. Various 
accounts. Advice of Knox C.C. programmes available to VARMS & several new member applications. 
Matters arising –VMAA has accepted our “final “ report of radio interference at Briggs Field.- Advice 
from VMAA that CASA will, in future, be charging for any temporary height clearances, breaches of 
regulations and such – quoted rate, $130 per hour. 
Correspondence out- Letters of thanks to Olex Australia for supply and delivery of cable drums. 
President’s Report: 
April 06 Club Meeting – This to be now held on Friday.7th  April 06 to avoid clash with Good Friday. 
Aero-tow operational restrictions. NO bungee, winch or sport flying during aerotow operations 
whilst Aero-tow flight operations in progress. 
Picnic shelter upgrade – new tables and trestles have now been installed in place of existing setup – 
several cable drums to be placed around area and one drum, near power area, to assist with model set-
up- supplied tennis net to be used as semi-permanent pilot box at edge of power strip. 
 
Site Liaison. – Briggs Field – “new access off High street Rd, -present gate likely to be temporary only 
until Cathies Lane roadway is completed.- care needed. Gas crews might need access to areas inside our 
Field boundaries in running gas supply line to Boral.  Field gate may need to remain unlocked whilst 
this work is carried out. – obey all directions to vacate site for short period if required to avoid heavy 
earthmoving equipment and work crews on site.  
Glenfern Road site update. – DEFINITELY NO FLYING AT THIS VENUE UNTIL FUR-
THER 
NOTICE – Until Insurance issues are resolved –requirement of permission from new owner of site-
before Club Insurance cover is continued-See President Max Haysom for further details. 
Registrar -188 paid up members at present -178 Seniors – 7 Students & 3 Juniors. Club has list of all 
members & their ratings. We would like as many members as possible to qualify for Bronze Wings by 
30 June 06. 
Club Training. – 
Training going very well with new Club planes getting sterling usage. Weather the previous Sunday as-
sisted some trainees to experience their first long thermal flights. Note of one trainee having to be ad-
mitted to Knox Hospital in a serious heart condition. His condition as at General Meeting date was 
critical but stable. Wishes for a swift and uneventful recovery expressed. 
Contest Director - No Report  
Treasurer.  Ian Pearson away on leave – Current Acc. Balance $7871.63 as at tonight. – About $2000 
down on same time last year. – 
 
Editor- No report. 
Round The Shops. –no report. 
Special Interest Groups 
Scale Glider Group: Contacts.  Colin Collyer & David Down  
Electric Flight Group. – Big Electric Flight Meet at PARCS Field on April 2nd – See Martin Hopper 
for details. 
 
General Business: 
Manual Line retriever – decision to investigate promptly the design & construction of line retriever 
to avoid prospect of repetition of training attendee recent collapse incident after frequent retrieval of 
winch parachute.  Max Haysom investigating several good electric motor powered units. He raised is-
sue of carriage of heavy battery and charging of same as well as supply of old plastic BMX Cycle wheel 
as pulley. 
Peter Cossins. – Donation of $50 to Club Funds from Transmitter Testing fees collected –Vote 
of sincere thanks to Peter for this. 
Club Raffle. Cheque for $25  Winner Ross Bathie. 
Meeting Finished 8:45 P.M. 
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We URGENTLY require TWO new 
volunteers for the mowing roster. 
We will also require a mowing co-

ordinator for about 5 months when 
I go walkabout in mid April.  

Applicants or queries to  
“Grass” Hopper on 9873 8256 

Mowing Roster 

The Gate 
The access gate must be closed and securely padlocked at all times except on those Sundays 
when a Training day or Open Glider Competition day is scheduled. Do not just loop the chain 
through the gate. 

Bruce Robinson        9887 8996         15 May 

Brian Martin             9878 2170           20 May 

Greame Hollis          9739 4886          27 May 

Ross Peasley          9877 2215         3 June 

Brian Spencer          9878 7207        Complete 

Henri Wohlmuth       9764 1921 15 April 

Keith Heale              9509 6829        22 April 

Malcolm Buckmaster 9763 1632  29 April 

Jim Baker                9803 2185        6 May 

BRIGGS FIELD REVIEW 
 

It has been some 10 months since the decision to 
change operations at Briggs Field and 4 months since 

implementation. Your committee would welcome 
constructive comments regarding the new arrange-

ments so that they can ensure that the most equitable 
outcome has been achieved. Suggestions already re-
ceived by the committee have been along the lines of 
giving Power operations at least one afternoon per 
week, possibly Fridays, and changing parking ar-

rangements when power operations are underway. 

AT THE NAB 

    

Income V's Spending 
Between 1/3/06 and 31/03/06 

    

    
Income   

Raffle 24.4 

Subs 05/06 $103.50 

Total Income $127.90 

    

Expense Categories   
Aspectivity $250.00 

     -  Printing  $250.00   

Bank Charges $1.00 

Insurance  $264.00 

   - Flying    $264.00   

Rent $345.84 

     - School       $300.00   

      -  HSR          $45.84   

Total Expense Categories   

  $860.84 

CURRENT BALANCE   

  $7,139.69 
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Special Test for Briggs Field 
Carry out a normal range test, with transmitter (Tx) antenna down to satisfy yourself that all is normal. 
Then for Briggs Field, a special test; Model is to be aligned with it's antenna in a north-south direction, 
on the ground, away from cars, the Shelter and the containers, with no person close to the model, 
switch receiver (Rx) on. No other Tx's on the field should be switched on at the time of this test. Switch 
on your Tx and move away from the model say 10 paces, check to see if you have "solid" control. Then 
switch your Tx off.  If you find anything other than a buzz around neutral, Do Not Fly. It is probable 
that your Rx is being affected by Radio Frequency (RF} interference. These guidelines were set by the 
VARMS team investigating the RF Interference so they should be followed, on each and every time you 
go to fly at Briggs, and any deviations reported to me or Peter Cossins. I should add here that Rx bat-
tery packs (airborne) that are not soldered/welded assemblies are a serious safety risk and should 
not be used in any model .When/if you are soldering battery packs do not use “flux”, It is essential to 
use only high grade resin cored solder intended for electronics work. If you have any difficulty, with the 
soldering process, then please ask for assistance or direction.  Max Haysom 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                                                                   

F3B Trial Sunday 19th March   Gerry Carter 
This was a really interesting day of speed practice. 
  
Brad Wilman, flying an un-ballasted X21 and a relative newcomer to F3B is now on the brink 
of joining the ranks of the sub-twenty second flyers with a run of 20.28 secs and an average for 
the day of 24.85 secs (12 runs). 
  
Theo Arvanitakis did everything to get his Europhia 2 performing well in speed but without 
great success so far.  It is still not launching as well as it should (although this is coming to-
gether) and the speed settings aren’t quite there yet.  Theo had a best for the day of 18.45 secs 
and an average over 10 runs of 22.48 secs.  However this included two runs where Theo had to 
go around because of cuts and (I think) one run where he continued on after a line break.  Ex-
cluding these, his average was 20.76 secs. 
  
Gerry Carter had a day of ups and downs.  The up-side was a personal best of 14.67 secs 
followed shortly thereafter by a run of 14.77 secs.  The downside was the slowest run of the day 
at 31.29 secs due to continuing after a low launch due to a line break and a 30.31 sec run due to 
going back after a cut at Base B.  Including these his average was 20.21 secs.  Excluding them 
his average was 18.09 secs. 
  
Jim Houdalakis surprised by flying his Caracho, the early model, with much better results than 
previously.  It looks as though Jim is starting to enjoy this glider.  Jim was perhaps the most 
consistent of the day and had a fastest time of 18.25 secs.  Jim’s average over 12 runs 
(including one of 30.56 secs) was 21.70 secs.  Excluding the 30.56 run, his average 
was 20.90 secs. 
  
For some light relief, we flew a round of duration in the middle of the day where everyone 
timed themselves.  As there were a considerable number of timing errors the results weren’t 
worth recording but it was fun.  We were joined in this by David Hobby, Max Kroger and 
Graham Norman. 
  
At the end of the day Steve Keep arrived with his Estrella sporting the new DP wing. 
Steve had three runs through the course, un-ballasted, and was very impressive, considering 
that this is a new model with total air time of about 1 hour, with runs of 17.39 secs, 
19.45 secs and 21.43 secs (this last run in very poor air).  It can only get better. 
  
Overall we had a great day, a lot of fun, and the only damage was some broken winch lines. 
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  It was off up the Hume Hwy again, heading for another couple of days of chasing thermals 
around the sky at the annual Scale Fun Fly at the Jerilderie racecourse site. The weather fore-
cast was for some nice hot days round the 30 degree mark which should produce some nice big 
thermals. 
 
  I arrived a bit after lunch and there were a couple of the guys there already. We went about 
erecting some shade shelters because it was already quite warm. You could feel the thermals 
moving through, so it was time to get some models out and get them ready to fly.  Greg Voak 
soon had the small Hots out and ready to start towing. I have called it the small Hots but it is a 
big tow plane, but when you put it up against Bill Bland’s large Hots it looks small in compari-
son. We soon had a few planes in the air catching plenty of thermals. 
 
  Mid afternoon Bill Bland started putting his ½ scale ASW 28 with a 7.5m wingspan together.  
This is a big gilder. Bill told me that he had spent the last 12 months rebuilding it after it was 
involved in a midair collision with an ASH 26. After hearing how much damage was done it is a 
real credit to Bill to have had the patience to rebuild it.  The workmanship involved was abso-
lutely first class as it looked like it had just come out of the box.  
 
  This was going to be its first flight since it was rebuilt so everyone was a bit apprehensive on 
how it would go, especially Bill. After all the pre-flight checks were carried out it was time to 
line it up behind the big Hots tug.  Away it went like a little docile lamb with no apparent vices 
showing up on the tow. Bill released at about 500 feet and proceeded to fly it around the sky 
looking like the real thing.  He landed it beautifully. That’s when the bum muscles were re-
leased and a big grin appeared on his face. I think he was a very happy man and all of that hard 
work on the rebuild was worth it after all. He had 4 or 5 flights over the weekend and the last 
one lasted about an hour. Both Greg Voak and Rod Watkins had a fly and it certainly looks 
good in the air. Henryk Kobylanski has some good images of it and the other planes on the Si-
lent Flight web site 
 
  David Hobby & Jim Houdalakis had their ¼ scale, 4.8 tm wingspan, DG 600s with their wa-
ter ballast on board scooting around the sky having a good time. Theo Arvanthkas was flying 
his 1/3 scale, 4.4m wingspan VENTUS 2 AX around and showing us some aerobatics up high 
in the sky. Rod Watkins was flying his big 1/3.75 scale, 7 m wingspan NIMBUS and also his 
1/3.5 scale, 4.2 m wingspan DISCUS. Greg Oak had an ancient 1/4 scale 3.5m wingspan 
Schweitzer 1-26 that he was throwing around the sky when he wasn’t on tug duty. Chris Car-
penter made the long journey from Adelaide and arrived with his WILGA tug, his ASW 28 1/4 
scale, 4.2m wingspan (an SG2 kit) and also his ever reliable 1/4scale, 4.2m wingspan ASW 28. 
 
  Henry Kobylanski was flying his 1/4scale, 4.4m wingspan ASW 28 in between his photo-
graphing of the event. Bill Hamilton turned up for the day with his 1/3 scale, 4.53 m SALTO 
and as usual with Bill, he was beating the tug down with his high speed runs & his aerobatics.  
He can sure cover a lot of sky in a very short amount of time. 
 
  David Hobby got a bit bored with chasing thermals and decided to try a bit of cross country 
flying with his ( I think) ASK 8 and the help of Henry’s JEEP. I am not sure how long they were 
gone but David managed to fly 11.5 kilometres before he had to outland so it wasn’t a bad ef-
fort. 
 
  I managed to get into a good thermal at one stage and was getting some good height. It was 
getting a bit high to see, so I put on the airbrakes and it was still going up. I was flying hands 
off and I thought I needed some help, as I have never been told how to get out of a thermal. 

JERILDERIE  2006                             Gary Mac 
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  JERILDERIE  2006                         Continued 

When I looked around for some help, everybody had gone to lunch, so I started packing it be-
cause it was starting to become a very small dot in the sky. Luckily, it spat me out and I was 
able to it bring down so it again looked like a plane and not a dot. I also flew my Lunak for the 
first time after a rebuild. Thanks to David Hobby who flew it for me and trimmed it out nicely 
so I was able to fly it with a bit of confidence. It still comes in hot when there is no head wind. 
 
  Sunday started off well and we were getting a few good flights and then unfortunately, one of 
the tuned pipes on the small Hots completely cracked and came loose.  It was out action and 
the Wilga was bought in for a while until it was time for Chris to start packing up. The big Hots 
then come out for some towing and after a while it too had a cracked tuned pipe so that was it 
and we started to pack up.  
 
  Thanks to Greg Voak once again for organizing the event and I believe everyone got plenty of 
flying in over the weekend. Hopefully Greg will be able to have it over the Easter break next 
year and we can get some more modellers there with that bit of extra time to travel. I had a 
great time and there were plenty of thermals to go around for everyone.  They weren’t too hard 
to find!  
 
  Looking ahead to the next event which will be held at SWAN HILL on the 22nd to the 25th  of 
April, which is ANZAC Day.  It is always a good event and the SWAN 
HILL blokes make you very welcome at their club. 
 

Bill Bland and his 1/2 scale 
ASW 28 with a 7.5 metre  

wingspan 
Photos: Henryk Kobylanski 
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Next  
Meeting 
Will be 
Friday 

April 7th 
 

Due to Good  
Friday  
(14th) 
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 Saturday started off with a reasonable wind blowing from the northeast, which indicated that 
Bevan’s dairy farm would be the place to fly from. Before long everyone was gathering there 
and soon there were models in the air on fairly light lift. In total there were 18 flyers on the hill 
but not all flying at once. The lift was fairly flukey.  Everyone got to fly their models but there 
were plenty of times when the lift just disappeared altogether.  When it I did I was the one that 
got caught 4 times during the day and had to do some hill climbing to retrieve my KA6e which 
luckily survived each time. 

There was one midair collision between Danny Malcman and Martin Lui's son Justin. Justin 
lost one half his "T" elevator but managed to get his model back to the slope and land safely. 
Danny suffered no damage and also landed safely. During a sudden lost of lift Leon Carlos was 
trying to get back to the slope but landed short and had a mishap with the side of the hill that 
resulted in a broken wing on his Grunau 4. At the end of the day the planes that got the most 
airtime were the club project built Woodstocks of Barry De Kuyper, Ian Slack and Colin 
Smith. There was a lot of waiting for the sea breeze to kick in and give a bit of lift but sadly that 
didn't happen. Col Collyer was spotted about 8 pm trying to get a fly in before dark but even he 
wasn't getting much height out of the lift. 

Saturday dawned with a bit of breeze blowing from the north and it slowly picked up strength 
so I chucked a couple of gliders in the car and headed over to the Doctor's. I pulled up at the 
pine trees and it was blowing at about 15 knots.  I made a couple of phone calls to say it was on 
and then went up the house and got permission to fly. I went back to the pine trees to start set-
ting up and everyone began arriving.   Pretty soon it was on for young and old with plenty of 
good lift available.  Anthony Peate got his new Lunak set up and then into the air and was 
soon zooming around with a big grin on his face and calling out "from the left". 

After a bit of flying he came in for a couple of practice passes to see how he was going to land it 
using his crow brakes.  On the third pass he bought it in for a near perfect landing and went 
away a very happy chappie. Colin Collyer gave a very entertaining session of inverted flying 
and some superb aerobatics with his big Swift. Colin Smith flew his BRB (Bekas) model wing 
for the first time and found out that the wings were fluttering when flying at high speed. Colin 
also tried for the first time his EPP 1:26 Schweizer with a 600mm  wingspan and was soon 
throwing it round the sky as though he had been it flying forever. 

Bernie Sizer flew his PSS Shusui which is one of those stumpy looking combat planes and he 
also was flying his Spitfire which really ate up the sky and looked very good doing aerobatics, 
especially fast barrel rolls. Ian Slack gave me a few pointers on how to do big loops and while 
he was off having lunch I was practicing with my KA6e.  I came out of a big loop and I had 
drifted a bit far back towards the slope.  As I tried to pull the loop in a bit tighter I snapped a 
wing and it headed for the ground.  Let me tell you it is a long way down to the bottom of that 
hill. I searched for about an hour and could not find it and I was heading back the hill when 
Martin Lui came down the hill to help me look for it.  We eventually found it and it certainly 
looked a bit sick and sorry. While we were down at the bottom of the hill we heard this whis-
tling noise and looked up to see Bill Hamilton's big Salto humming around the sky. 

During the night it poured with rain and at one stage the wind was blowing a gale.  When we 
checked it out in the morning the wind was from the north west which left you no room to land 
the big ones. It was a reasonable weekend and I think everyone got a few flights in. The cara-
van park was nearly full up with campers for the weekend. 

SCALE WEEKEND CAMPERDOWN 06-Gary Mac 
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Scale Aerotow, Briggs Field 25/03/06 

Photos by Russ Naughton 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Current Members:                       If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times are 
posted on the field gate. 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring 
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